
DaVinci Resolve - Control Surface 

The post production standard 
DaVinci color correctors are the standard in post production since 1984. There are thousands of 
colorists worldwide who understand the performance, quality and workflow of DaVinci and love it as 
their trusted partner in creativity. DaVinci is the name behind more feature films, television 
commercials, documentaries, episodic television production and music videos than any other 
grading system. Now avalible for both Mac and Linux, the true quality and power of DaVinci is now 
affordable for everyone! 

Clients demand DaVinci! 
When you're in a room full of demanding clients with conflicting ideas, colorists know that only 
DaVinci has the quality, real time performance, creative features, and powerful control panels to 
make euphoric clients who love to keep coming back. That's why clients always ask for DaVinci by 
name. 

Realtime by design 
Computer based solutions are always limited to the computer you're running on. DaVinci Resolve 
when running on Linux smashes this limitation, because it's based on a cluster of Linux computers 
with high performance GPU cards, so all processing is always real time. This means DaVinci 
Resolve Linux has all the power of a super computer for the real time performance you need when 
you're in a room full of clients. Add dozens of primaries, secondaries, power windows, multi point 
tracking, blurs, and more, then just hit play. It always works! 

Scale as you need! 
Start with a single computer on Mac OS X for lower cost, then upgrade to Linux for extra power for 
high resolutions such as 2K or 4K, stereoscopic 3D feature films, or real time grading of raw RED 
files. It's all possible with DaVinci because you can just add extra Linux computers and GPU cards 
via high speed InfiniBand connections. Only DaVinci Resolve scales up as your needs increase. 
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DaVinci processing quality is so revolutionary it won an Emmy award for contributions to the 
television industry! All image processing is handled in the deepest 32 bit floating point accuracy, so 
even if you wind down one layer to almost black, you can still wind the following layer back up with 
no loss of quality. All effects, power windows, tracking, primaries and secondaries all operate at the 
highest bit depths, even when processing in real time. That's the engineering perfection clients 
demand. 

Optical quality processing 
DaVinci supports flat gamma, linear or log images with equal ease and quality. If you need to 
resize, reposition or zoom any shot, then DaVinci Resolve does it all in real time at full RGB optical 
quality. Pan, tilt, zoom and rotate while grading mixed formats, mixed pixel aspect ratios and mixed 
resolutions all on the same timeline. Only DaVinci uses YRGB processing to independently adjust 
luminance using a simple control for greater creativity, such as slightly burnt out or de-saturated 
highlights. 


